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a b s t r a c t

Three complementary experimental approaches for elucidating human milk oligosaccharide (HMOs)
isomers by Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR) are described:
tandem-MS disruption by double resonance to distinguish different fragmentation pathways, exami-
nation of fragment intensity ratios arising from differential alkali metal ion affinities and monitoring
competitive fragmentation rates. The interpretation of the fragmentation pattern from a mechanistic
and thermochemical point of view permits the assignment of not only pure isomers but, in some cases,
eywords:
RMPD
T-ICR
ligosaccharides
ouble resonance
ragmentation pathway

mixtures of them. Methodologically the procedures are simple, reliable and rapid making unnecessary
both the use of previous separation techniques and tedious chemical modifications of the HMOs. In
principle, the rationale can be expanded to resolve other isomeric mixtures of biological nature.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
odium affinity

. Introduction

Oligosaccharides are very common macromolecules present in
ature as glycoconjugates or as free species [1–3]. These com-
ounds can differ in size, monosaccharide composition, sequence,
ranching, linkage and anomeric configuration [4]. In biological
amples, oligosaccharides amounts can also vary across many
rders of magnitude. There has been recent significant interest in
hese compounds led by the increasing realization of their roles in

any biological processes [5–7]. For this reason, there have been
any new developments in the analysis that have made structure

lucidation more facile [8]. However, despite advances in these
ethods, the analysis of oligosaccharides remains far from routine,

nd often various structural types require different analytical tools.
Mass spectrometry (MS) has emerged as arguably the most

seful method for the structural elucidation of oligosaccharides
9,10]. Structural elucidation is enabled by tandem MS (MS/MS),
erderivatization or enzymatic digestion of native structures [11].

S/MS techniques have been extensively used for this purpose
ith variable success [12–18]. Quite common is the modification

f the oligosaccharides by different chemical reactions including

Abbreviations: HMO, human milk oligosaccharide; FT-ICR, Fourier Transform Ion
yclotron Resonance mass spectrometry; CRC, cross-ring cleavage; IRMPD, infrared
ultiphoton dissociation.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 530 752 6364.

E-mail address: cblebrilla@ucdavis.edu (C.B. Lebrilla).

387-3806/$ – see front matter © 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijms.2013.05.002
permethylation [11,15], peracetylation [14], reduction [17], perio-
date oxidation [18] or trifluoroacetolysis [16] in order to increase
the signal, stabilize the oligosaccharide, eliminate the alditol form
or promote a specific fragmentation.

One important biological fluid where oligosaccharides play a
role is milk. Free oligosaccharides are a major component of the
milk, especially in the human where they can be found in con-
centrations of 7–12 g/L [19]. It is well-known that human milk
oligosaccharides (HMOs) have several beneficial roles during the
development of the infant such as providing nutrient for beneficial
bacteria [20,21], prevention of adhesion of the pathogenic bacte-
ria on the intestinal surface [22], immunomodulation [23,24] and
modification of the cell glycome [25]. Positional isomers are also
abundant in HMOs and these structural differences have important
biological relevance. For example, the linkage pattern of the fuco-
sylated moiety in HMOs defines the antigens LewisA and LewisX

that are known to have distinct biological functions in cell-to-cell
recognition processes [26,27].

The intensities of the fragment ions in tandem MS experiments
are the result of a complex combination of factors such as the rela-
tive stability of precursors and products, bond strengths, activation
barriers or position of the charge [28,29]. All these factors are in turn
the consequence of a specific chemical structure. Hence, even when
isomers can yield the same products in tandem MS experiments,

they may often be resolved by based on the relative abundances of
the fragment ions.

In the present study we show the systematic examination of
the pathways and product ions generated by infrared multiphoton

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijms.2013.05.002
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/13873806
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ijms
mailto:cblebrilla@ucdavis.edu
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issociation (IRMPD) of representative HMOs. The interpretation of
he fragmentation pattern observed for these molecules provided
n unexpected amount of information concerning its structure
nd was used not only to distinguish different pure isomers
ut mixtures of them. Furthermore, the experiments were per-
ormed without chemical modification or previous separation of
he oligosaccharides what significantly simplified the procedure.

. Experimental methods

Mass measurements were performed by using a MALDI-FT-ICR
IonSpec, Irvine, CA) instrument equipped with a 7.0-T supercon-
ucting magnet. The instrument is equipped with a pulsed Nd:YAG

aser (355 nm). The details of the instrument are published else-
here [30]. The instrument was calibrated using a natural mixture

f maltooligosacharides from beer as described in previous publi-
ations [31].

The oligosaccharides used in this study include isomers LNFP I,
NFP II, LNFP III and LNFP V, isomers LNDFH I and LNDFH II, and were
cquired from Glyko®. The compounds were of analytical grade and
ere used without further purification. The MALDI matrix 2,5-DHB

nd NaCl were obtained from Sigma–Aldrich®. The MALDI samples
ere prepared by applying on the MALDI plate in the following

rder a 0.5 �L solution of the oligosaccharide (10 �g/mL), 0.5 �L of
,5-DHB solution (50 �g/mL) and 0.2 �L of NaCl (0.1 M), all in 50:50
cN/H2O. The sample was dried in the vacuum in the pre-chamber
f the MALDI source.

The tandem MS IRMPD experiments were performed using a
060 nm instrument (Parallax Tech. Inc.) with varying irradiation
imes. Double resonance experiments were accomplished by apply-
ng a burst excitation pulse to the desired ion during the IRMPD
ragmentation. The voltage in each case was optimized to be the

inimum necessary to eliminate the desired fragment in order to
void expulsion of other informative ions.

. Results and discussion

Three complementary procedures are described illustrating that
t is possible to resolve isomers of complicated structures employ-
ng only mass spectrometry by taking advantage of both the

echanistic differences in the fragmentation pathways and the
hermochemical properties of the molecules. Four isomers of lacto-
-fucopentaose and two of lacto-N-difucohexaose (Scheme 1) from
uman milk [19] were used to develop and illustrate the methods.

.1. Distinguishing isomers by disruption of the fragmentation
athways through double resonance

Most methods employed to identify isomers by MS/MS are based
n the assignment of product ions after the fragmentation process
elying on diagnostic peaks that are unique to specific structures.
nfortunately many isomers do not yield unique fragments and the

andem mass spectra are often indistinguishable. For example, the
RMPD of LNFP I and LNFP II in Fig. 1a and c, respectively, show the
ame product ions with nearly the same abundances.

Despite the close similarities in the fragment composition, it is
ossible to resolve isomers by probing the differential pathways
hat generate the product ions. Scheme 2 shows the potential frag-

entation pathways of isomers LNFP I and LNFP II starting with the
odiated parent. The diagram is based on the product ions formed
fter IRMPD and shows most of the potential routes that create

hem. The main difference between the two corresponding tan-
em MS is the presence of the product ion m/z 714 in LNFP II, which
orresponds to the cleavage of the galactose from the branched ter-
inus. Although the presence of this very minor fragment may be
Mass Spectrometry 354–355 (2013) 19–25

sufficient to differentiate the two isomers, it is often found in very
low abundances when present and often not at all even for LNFP II.

An examination of Scheme 2 shows a difference between the
two isomers for the formation of the ion m/z 568. Two simultaneous
pathways generate this product ion in the fragmentation of LNFP
I, the stepwise loss of the fucose and the galactose from the non-
reducing terminus and the concerted cleavage of the disaccharide
from the precursor ion. In the branched isomers LNFP II and LNFP III
the latter pathway is not possible. That is, formation of product ion
m/z 568 occurs only after the sequential losses of fucose (m/z 730)
and galactose or vice versa, loss of galactose (m/z 714) first from
the branched terminus (Scheme 2). The pathway was probed in
the FT-ICR during tandem MS with IRMPD by employing a double
resonance ejection pulse of the intermediate species involved in
the formation of product ion m/z 568. The ejection of fragment ions
m/z 730 and m/z 714 from LNFP I yields the same abundances of m/z
568 (Fig. 1b) confirming the presence of an alternative mechanism
to the sequential losses of a fucose and a galactose. However, the
ejection of the same two ions from LNFP II during IRMPD eliminates
the fragment ion m/z 568 completely suggesting that this product
is only produced through those intermediates (Fig. 1d).

In general, this method is applicable for differentiating linear
and branched structures. Another example is given in Fig. 2 with
the isomers LNDFH I and LNDFH II. Both LNDFH I and LNDFH II
yield essentially the same fragmentation products (Fig. 2a and c,
respectively). As in the previous case, the product ion m/z 568 is
generated simultaneously by two fragmentation pathways for the
linear isomer LNDFH I, while in the branched one LNDFH II the
direct cleavage of the disaccharide to form the same fragment is not
possible. Thus, the ejection of the appropriate intermediate product
causes the elimination of specie m/z 568 in LNDFH II (Fig. 2d) but
not in LNDFH I (Fig. 2b).

3.2. Distinguishing isomers based on differential dopant affinities

In MALDI-MS of oligosaccharides a dopant salt, typically alkali
metals such as sodium chloride, are used to produce a single
quasimolecular ion corresponding to the coordinated metal [32].
Oligosaccharides ions formed by metal attachment present some
advantages for analytical tandem MS over the ionic species gener-
ated by proton attachment. For example, some metal-coordinated
oligosaccharide ions may give cross-ring products yielding infor-
mation regarding the linkage [33]. Furthermore, alkali metals
stabilize labile residues like sialic acid [34] thereby increasing the
sensitivity of the method. For this reason the oligosaccharide metal
coordination has been extensively studied with alkali salts, alkaline
earths and even transition metals [35].

It has been previously shown that the ionic complexes are likely
to be composed of several isostructures (metals coordinated to dif-
ferent binding sites) [36]. Consequently, each corresponding ion
signal in the MS spectrum is formed from a number of subpop-
ulations of oligosaccharides with the metal attached to different
positions. The abundance of each isostructure in the whole ionic
complex population will depend on the affinities of the different
parts of the molecule for the dopant metal.

Although the exact proportion of each isostructure for ionic
complexes is unknown, it has been shown that branched structures
have a greater affinity for the alkali metal ion than linear structures
[37]. As a consequence, after the IRMPD of molecules with branch
and linear moieties, product ions corresponding to branched frag-
ments are expected to have higher abundances compared to those
coming from linear structures. Therefore, compounds such as LNFP

II and LNFP III with branched non-reducing ends and linear reduc-
ing ends should favor ions from the non-reducing ends versus to
the reducing ends as opposed to structures such as LNFP I where
both reducing and non-reducing ends are linear.
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Scheme 1. Structure of th

We tested the above hypothesis by examining the IRMPD prod-
ct ion abundances of the LNFP isomers varying the irradiation
ime. The product ion m/z 365 corresponds to the disaccha-

ide at the reducing end Gal�(1–4)Glu coordinated to sodium
nd is present in the fragmentation spectra of all the LNFP iso-
ers. Fragment m/z 388 corresponds to the disaccharide at the

ig. 1. IRMPD fragmentation experiments of isomers LNFP I (a and b) and LNFP II (c and
upposes the disappearance of product ion m/z 568 only in LNFP II. The red boxes indicate
oxes indicate the position of the potentially affected product ion. (For interpretation of th
f this article.)
s examined in this study.

non-reducing end Gal�(1–4)GluNac in LNFP III or Gal�(1–3)GluNac
in LNFP I, LNFP II and LNFP V. The relative abundances of these
two product ions should differ depending on the structural nature

of the termini. Fig. 3 shows the ratio of the abundances of the
product ions m/z 365 and m/z 388 for each isomer versus the
overall degree of fragmentation which was monitored using the

d). The expulsion of species m/z 730 and m/z 714 during fragmentation (b and d)
the range of double resonance ejection during the IRMPD fragmentation. The blue
e references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
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cheme 2. Diagram of the fragmentation pathways of isomers LNFP I and LNFP II. R
he C,Z fragmentation of the glycosidic bond and black to B,Y cleavages [32]. The m
eferences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of

oss of fucose from the precursor ion, ratio (m/z) 730/876, as
reference.

For all the isomers, the ratio (m/z) 365/388 reaches an asymp-

otic value at prolonged irradiation times. For isomers with
ranched non-reducing end such as LNFP II and LNFP III that ratio
eaches a value of 0.1, whereas for the linear isomer LNFP I it reaches
.25. In LNFP V the position of the fucose generates a branched-like
rows correspond to internal cross-ring cleavages (CRC), blue arrows correspond to
e species corresponds to each product ion bound to Na+. (For interpretation of the
rticle.)

structure at the reducing end (Scheme 1) and the ratio is in this case
0.7, as would be expected if the coordination of the sodium favors
the fragment ion corresponding to the reducing end m/z 365.
The influence of the position of branched moieties in the ratio
(m/z) 365/388 was confirmed with the oligosaccharide LNDFH II.
LNDFH II presents both, a branched structure at the non-reducing
end similar to LNFP II or LNFP III and the fucose in position
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The results for the three oligosaccharides are shown. We observe
that both LNFPI and LNFP II have the same slope corresponding
to 1, while LNFP III has a considerably smaller value correspond-
ig. 2. Fragmentation experiments of isomers LNDFH I (a and b) and LNDFH II (
isappearance of m/z 568 in LNDFH II (d). The red boxes indicate the frequency ran
f the potentially affected product ion. (For interpretation of the references to color

uc�(1–3)Glu at the reducing end as in isomer LNFP V (Scheme 1).
he ratio in this case is constant at 0.35, which is a value approxi-
ately between the ratios obtained for LNFP II or LNFP III and LNFP
.

To probe the capability of this methodology to resolve complex
amples, mixtures in different proportion of LNDFH I and LNDFH II
ere tested. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the ratio (m/z) 365/388

ersus the overall degree of fragmentation for both pure and dif-
erent mixtures of isomers.

Again, for both isomers, the ratio (m/z) 365/388 reaches an
symptotic value at prolonged irradiation times. Using the val-
es obtained for the pure isomers as reference, the mixtures were
ompared and excellent agreement with the estimated theoretical
verage was obtained (Table 1).

.3. Resolving isomers by monitoring competitive fragmentation
athways

During IRMPD the isomers of LFP all yield cross ring cleavages

CRC) except for LNFP V where the fucose is directly attached to the
educing end what appears to hinder this fragmentation pathway.
roduct ions 816 m/z and 756 m/z are CRC fragments formed by

ig. 3. Evolution of the quotient (m/z) 365/388 during IRMPD for isomers LNFP I,
NFP II, LNFP III and LNFP V and oligosaccharide LNDFH II.
d). The ejection of species m/z 730 and m/z 714 during IRMPD (b, d) affects the
double resonance ejection during the IRMPD. The blue boxes indicate the position
s figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

losses of 60 � (0,2A) and 120 � (0,4A), respectively, from the glucose
reducing end of the precursor ion. A similar set of ions are pro-
duced when the fucose dissociates concurrently corresponding to
fragments 670 m/z and 610 m/z, respectively. These two processes
are in competition as illustrated in Scheme 3.

The isomers that undergo the same fragmentation pathways
will have different activation barriers and will yield different abun-
dances. We monitored the loss of the fucose from the parent versus
the loss of the fucose from the fragments corresponding to the CRC
products. In Fig. 5 the ratio of intensities of the parent to loss of
fucose (m/z) 730/876 was plotted versus the similar fragmentation
from the CRC product (m/z) (670 + 610) / (816 + 756). When the frag-
ment yield is increased, accomplished by increasing the irradiation
period, the ratio of the product ion to the precursor ion increases,
hence the ratio (m/z) 730/876 increases. Interestingly, the ratio of
the fucose loss from the CRC fragments increases in linear manner.
ing to 0.5. Thus, LNFP II and LNFP III can be finally differentiated.

Fig. 4. Evolution of the quotient (m/z) 365/388 during IRMPD for isomers LNDFH I,
LNDFH II and mixtures in different proportion of them.
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Table 1
Experimentala and theoreticalb asymptotic values of the quotient (m/z) 365/388 for the IRMPD fragmentation of LNDFH I, LNDFH II and mixtures of them. The standard
deviation of the data points used to obtain the average asymptotic value is also included.

LNDFH I LNDFH II LNDFH I/II 1:3 LNDFH I/II 2:2 LNDFH I/II 3:1

Quotient asymptotea 0.143 0.353 0.305 0.246 0.195
Calculated averageb 0.300 0.248 0.196
Standard deviation 0.005 0.002 0.004 0.015 0.007

Table 2
Experimentala and theoreticalb asymptotic values of the quotient (m/z) 388/406 for the IRMPD fragmentation of LNFP II, LNFP III their mixtures. The standard deviation was
determined from the asymptotic points (seven values).

LNFP II LNFP III LNFP II and III 1:3 LNFP II and III 2:2

Quotient asymptotea 0.198 0.084 0.119 0.141
Calculated averageb 0.112 0.141
Standard Deviationc 0.006 0.005 0.008 0.005
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cheme 3. Diagram of the CRC vs. fucose cleavage competitive fragmentation.

he results provide some information regarding the kinetics of the
ssociated fragmentation pathways. While fucose loss from either
ragment or molecular ion appears to involve similar energetics for
NFP I and II, the same loss for LNFP III is markedly different.

The theme of monitoring fragmentation pathways by varying
issociation energies can also be applied to other product ions.

ragment m/z 388, present in all LNFP isomers, corresponds to
ither the internal fragments Gal–GlcNac and GlcNac–Gal. It is often
ccompanied by a homologous fragment containing an additional
xygen (m/z 406). Although the presence of these ions are the result

Fig. 5. Evolution of CRC products during fragmentation.
Fig. 6. Evolution of the quotient (m/z) 388/406 during IRMPD fragmentation for
isomers LNFP II, LNFP III and mixtures in different proportion of them.

of several complicated and competing pathways (Scheme 2), their
relative abundances can be monitored and compared to the overall
fragmentation and represented by the loss of fucose from the par-
ent ion (m/z) 730/876. Shown in Fig. 6 is the ratio of (m/z) 388/406 as
function of the ratio (m/z) 730/876. The former reaches an asymp-
tote that can be used to differentiate, LNFP II and LNFP III. This ratio
is generally reproducible and can be used to determine the percent-
age of each in mixture. Shown in Fig. 6 are mixtures of LNFP II and
LNFP III with different proportions of each isomer. The value are
intermediate of the pure compounds and correspond well to that
expected based on the relative abundances as shown in Table 2.

4. Conclusion

Oligosaccharide analysis represents a considerable challenge
even with the most advanced analytical tools. Analysis may
require a number of tools used together to obtain comprehen-
sive information. Mass spectrometry provides the best combination
of high sensitivity with structural analysis. Furthermore, mass
spectrometry provides more than just compositional analysis. By
manipulating dissociation pathways and interpreting the frag-
mentation pattern from a mechanistic point of view, isomer
differentiation is possible. The results presented in this report show
that although complete structural information cannot be obtained
using tandem MS, the fragmentation pathways can be used to dif-
ferentiate isomers. It is possible, that the combination of these
approaches may provide new and unexpected amount information
that in turn can be used to elucidate the composition of com-

plex isomeric mixtures. The procedures described in this study
appear to be quite general and may be useful to differentiate iso-
meric compounds. While the methods have been applied to MALDI
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